BOOKING PROCESS

Launch
27th June

Add to Cart Opens
5th July

Test Drives Begin
5th July - 30 Cities
By 15th July - Rest of India

Variant Amendment Window
30th July to 15th August

Bookings Open
30th July

Communication of Deliveries
In a Few Weeks

Deliveries Commence
Festive Season

Launch
27th June

Add to Cart Opens
To help you with quick check-out, ‘add to cart’
feature will be available online & at our dealerships
from 5th July. Beat the rush with this feature.
5th July

Test Drives Begin
Test drive starts in 30 cities from 5th July
and rest of India by 15th July.
5th to 15th July
Onwards

Bookings Open
Bookings open online & at our dealerships from
30th July. Bookings will be done on a first-come, first-served
basis and will govern the delivery dates depending
on the variant you choose. Launch prices effective for
first 25,000 bookings.*
30th July
11am Onwards

Variant Amendment Window
The flexible booking process gives you a window
to amend your choice of variant and colour before
you lock in your Scorpio-N.
30th July to 15th August

Communication of Deliveries
Get an update on your delivery time period.
In a Few Weeks

Deliveries Commence
Prepare for Big Daddy’s arrival based on delivery period.
Festive Season

#BigDaddyOfSUVs

Mahindra Ltd Automotive Division,
Akurli Road, Kandivali East, Mumbai Maharashtra, 400101